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Subject:  Burglary at Redway Elementary School               Case:  201503312 

            
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 

On 07-10-2015, at approximately 1:00 p.m., Sherriff’s Deputies with the Humboldt County 

Sheriff’s Office were dispatched to Redway Elementary School (344 Humboldt Avenue) to investigate 

the report of a burglary. 

Upon the Deputies arrival, they spoke to a teacher who reported the following:  The teacher went 

to her classroom at about 11:15 a.m. this morning.  When she opened her classroom door she discovered a 

man sleeping underneath a classroom table.  The man appeared to have made himself a bed by placing 

two beanbags together.  The man was also in possession of various food items that were stored inside the 

classroom.  The teacher yelled out to the man and told him to leave.  When asked by the teacher, the man 

stated that he gained access from an unsecured classroom window.  The man exited the classroom and 

proceeded to walk towards Empire Avenue.   

It was later discovered that school property was missing from the classroom.  Two handheld 

Motorola radios were stolen.  They are further described as mostly black with red accents.  There was also 

a classroom laptop computer that was stolen.  At this time there is no further description of the computer.   
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Deputies processed the classroom for evidence and were able to successfully locate latent 

fingerprints on a classroom window.  Additional evidence left behind by the suspect was also collected 

and will be further examined for possible fingerprints. 

Deputies checked the surrounding areas and were unable to locate the suspect.  The suspect is 

described as a white male adult, mid 30’s, about 5’10” tall, short dark hair, and clean shaven.  He was last 

seen wearing a grey sweatshirt, blue jeans, and black shoes.     

Anyone with information for the Sheriffs Office regarding this case or related criminal activity is 

encouraged to call the Sheriffs Office at 707-445-7251 or the Sheriffs Office Crime Tip line at 707-268-

2539 

 

 

Mike Downey 
Sheriff 

 
 
 

 


